Public transportation near by

METRO / RER
Ligne 4 Vavin
Ligne 6, 12, 13 Montparnasse
Ligne 9 Edgard Quinet
RER B Denfert Rochereau, Port Royal
BUS 48, 68, 89, 91, 95

Getting to the hotel by car

From the North
• Upon arrival near by Paris follow “Périphérique intérieur” and exit at “Porte d’Italie”
• Turn right on “Avenue de la Porte d’Italie” until a roundabout
• At the roundabout “Place d’Italie” take the 4th exit “Avenue des Gobelins” and continue for 1km
• Turn left onto the “Boulevard du Port Royal” and the “Boulevard du Montparnasse”
• Turn right “Rue de Grande Chaumière”
• The hotel is at number 9

From the South
• From the “Périphérique” exit at “Porte d’Orléans”
• Turn right “Avenue de la Porte d’Orléans” and continue on the “Avenue du Gai Leolar” until “Place Denfert Rochereau”
• Take the 5th exit “Boulevard Raspail”, for 1km
• Turn right onto the “Boulevard du Montparnasse” and immediately turn left onto “Rue de Grande Chaumière”
• The hotel is at number 9

Getting to the hotel by public transportation

From Charles de Gaulle airport
• Take the RER B in the direction of “Orly Ville” and get off at “Port Royal”
• Walk along the “Boulevard du Montparnasse” for approximately 800m and turn right “Rue de la Grande Chaumière”
• The hotel is at number 9

From Orly airport
• Take the “Orly Bus” a from Orly West to “Denfert Rochereau”
• Take the bus 86 in the direction of “Place de Clichy” and get off at “Vavin”
• Cross the “Boulevard du Montparnasse” to “Rue de la Grande Chaumière”
• The hotel is at number 9